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0- INTRODUCTION

As a result of EDF investigations on the I&C of W E R 440 (Bohunice, Dukovany, Mochovce, Kola...) or
W E R 1000 (Kozloduy, Rovno, Kalinin...) a structured global analysis approach was proposed, along with
some recommendations regarding system upgrading (either site specific or as part of more extensive
modernisation programs) and a step by step replacement strategy

EDF position, as both designer and operator, its commitment to advanced I&C systems (N4) which questioned
a number of fundamental principles adopted on previous series, its upgrading analysis experience feedback of
PWR 900 I&C systems, have prompted EDF to develop a theme and insist on a seldom fully applied approach,
which is to establish, especially where upgrading projects are concerned, what is termed the I&C doctrine.

This paper will:

- give a brief summary of the main results of the analyses carried out on the 440 and 1000 MW series.
- introduce the thinking process which led to advocate the writing of an I&C doctrine.
- define the intent of the doctrine and how to establish it,
- present the key issues to be considered in the I&C doctrine and show an example for application,
- show how the upgrading project may benefit from the elaboration of the doctrine and how it appears as an
indispensable step for a I&C upgrading project.

1- MAIN RESULTS OF THE W E R I&C UPGRADING ANALYSES

1.1- Methodology

The analyses were approached from a two-fold viewpoint but with a single objective, improve safety (or
availability as a safety enhancement) :

- regulatory approach: international (IAEA, IEC..) and national (OPB KS, PBia 90.) rulings were used as
reference criteria for the analyses;
- global approach: The I&C is a special case; to contemplate its upgrading implies to review process and
systems design, modify equipment, take into account operation aspects, maintenance and training.
Owing to this, the criteria for assessing existing systems and recommendations were applied according to this
global approach, itself triple-oriented along functional, structural and implementation lines, with the added
screening of safety criteria and the consideration of human factors.

1.2-WER 440-213

cf table Annex 1

1.3-WER 1000-320

cf table Annex 2
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2- CONSIDERATIONS SUPPORTING THE DOCTRINE EXIGENCY

2.1- Considerations on analyses

• Challenging earlier fundamental options.

Analysis of the above results reveals that many recommendations challenge basic l&C principles.
Experience shows that limited upgrading, which endeavour to keep part of the existing system while
modifying fundamental options (and especially system operating mode), represent a definite hazard because of
earlier stated principles interdependence.

=> Limiting this hazard requires a prior analysis of existing principles and of the global impact of
modifications at fundamental options level in order to verify the global consistency.

• Multiple upgrading

Analysis of the above results highlights the fact that all systems are involved in the upgrading and its
functional, structural or equipment aspects.

=> the variety of issues to be met pleads also in favour of a global approach for the sake of coherency of
eventually conflicting basic principles and options.

• Step by step upgrading strategy

Because of problems number and complexity to be solved, and projects restrictions (financial, timing...) to be
observed, a step by step upgrading is usually recommended; These allotments usually correspond to large
functional divisions but may also take into consideration successive functional evolution.

=> This situation requires that fundamental options be determined as soon as possible, in order to optimise the
step by step allotment as well as support the development of the successive stages with the utmost consistency.

• Diversity of parties involved

Institutes, utilities and NPPs are all solicited by manufacturers and engineering firms (or engineering groups)
promoting their products and services; in the eastern countries the industrial attitude still wavers between the
old state-run approach, and the new competitive market laws (usually applied without any discriminative
development plan!).

=> These circumstances make it even more imperative for the Client to impose clearly and explicitly the
principles he opted for.

2.2- General considerations

• Russian practice

Originally the Russian practice did not formalise all the main I&C design principles (I&C technical requirements
only date back to the middle eighties); one of the consequences being that the various developments highlight
somewhat a departure from initial principles (.such as actuators cells I&C)

=> Necessary homogcnisalion and standardisation
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• Root justification

- The I&C is an expert area, where widely differing segmented fields, sometimes even compartmentalised, as
human factors (operator control on setpoint), functional aspect (I&C = brain of process), structural aspect (I&C
is an architecture of different systems), implementation aspect (hardware, software and installation) have their
own specific constraints.
- Lack of looping feedback.
- Difficult for experts to present and justify principles on which options are taken (interviews for justification of
OP on simulator that permit to express the root justification of an action).

=> Need to group the principles and define the options selected for the whole chain, from man to process
through all the I&C levels and with consideration of all constraints
=> Need to express these rules in a clear and simple manner, comprehensible to all those involved apart from
I&C experts.

• Functional approach

- Eastern practice often follows a equipment-based approach (cf.OPB 88 or I&C general technical
requirements).
- Analysis of I&C by manufacturers is often carried out from a equipment viewpoint and the ensuing
suggestions generally recommend systems of a more recent technology as the answer to all problems.
- The I&C is a transverse system supporting the whole process functions.

=> Adopt an approach leading from the functional to the equipment aspect

Q Technology evolution

The major technological developments provide not only enhanced performances but also new functionalities
upsetting previous concepts. One has to be aware of the risk posed by the development of large and
functionally complex systems overwhelming the management capability of both the Operator and the
Designer.
The risk on system limelessness, due to the digital permanent revolution, must be taken into account.

=> Need for a preliminary reflection before options are defined

• Man-machine interface (MMI)

The evolution of safety requirements, since TMI. was essentially centred on human factors, the role of man in
process control and the role of computer-based systems

=> these evolution involve basic reflections between the Operator and the Designer to take into account,
through MMI, operating organisation requirements, and reorder them in a way directly adapted to I&C.

From now on, solutions will utilise computerised systems, which may lead to the risk of conflicts between the
computerised aid, implemented through renovations, and existing information and operating means.

=> need to precisely define the status of computerised aids, (heir integration in control room and their role
together with the operating procedures and organisation.

Unmastered, all-powerful computerisation may lead to the de-qualification of operators; there is a risk of
losing the relationship between the cathodic appreciation of phenomena and the physical action on the process.
Computerised aid has lo self-generate the indispensable confidence that the operator must have in the tools
supposed to assist him, in particular under stress conditions (operator must he able to validate information
provided by the computerised system without any ambiguoustwss)
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=> need to review human factor principles and take them into account in the fundamental options that governs
the upgraded I&C system definition.

These observations lead to speak of the debate on the two lines of I&C modernisation :
- to increase the automatisation level and to develop improved automatic control algorithms,
- to improve MMI by qualitative and quantitative improvement of data and the way of processing them from
the process to operators (operating aids, computerised control room, computerised-aided-operating : N4).

=> This debate induces reflections and options on fundamental principles as functions classification,
automatisation level, operator intervention level that constitutes the basis of the I&C doctrine.

3- WHAT IS THE I&C DOCTRINE?

3.1- Definition

The I&C doctrine is the set of principles that governs the definition of the l&C system of an industrial process
by reordering, in a manner directly adapted to the I&C, the general design rules of the process (including
safety criteria for nuclear process), the needs of the operator (control and maintenance), and the sum of their
corresponding requirements.

The doctrine regroups, co-ordinates and justifies the fundamental options selected for I&C design (or
upgrading) and which can be translated into immediately applicable requirements or a set of criteria to be
included in the project design studies.

The doctrine is the I&C reference and ensures its coherency.

3.2- Methodology

The I&C doctrine is established along the same approach as any other I&C system analysis.

The approach implies to highlight principles to be enforced and to define their corresponding requirements
while bringing an answer to the 3 following questions:

Which functions must the I&C ensure?
- respective roles of man and I&C system within unit operation organisation,
- process functions assumed by the I&C,
- I&C functions: start-up, shutdown, protection, control, information.

How must the I&C be structured?
- vertical or horizontal architecture
- interfaces
- servant systems

How must the I&C be implemented?
- technological options (hardware, software)
- implementation
- installation.

The answers to all these questions are subjected to the added screening of a fourth question:
How to take into consideration the requirements (safety, availability, operation) associated with each level
(function, structure, equipment), and all operating conditions?

This is not a linear approach, it loops back in an iterative manner:
- the various stages (function, structure, implementation) are mutually self-serving during the project development,
- though the goal of the doctrine is to set some principles, it is not excluded that on the occasion of other upgrading some
options, even fundamental ones, he questioned. However, this would require a reiteration and from then a new doctrine.
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3.J- Content of I&C doctrine

The fundamentals of the doctrine are presented in Annex 3.

3.4- Application example

The diagram in annex 4 (from Basic Design studies for Kola 3/4 Reactor Protection System replacement)
shows how new fundamental options were proposed and how they were integrated in the initial I&C doctrine.

4- I&C DOCTRINE BENEFITS FOR W E R UPGRADING

• Analysis of existing system

=> The initial I&C doctrine should facilitate the existing system; for WER these existing principles should be

regrouped;
-> Western doctrines may be used as an analytical tool What is referred to is not the content of each
requirement, but rather the requirement content of the doctrine itself, in order to check if, and how, these
requirements have been taken into account.

• Definition of possible solutions

=> Comparison of Western engineering I&C doctrines with basic W E R I&C principles taken as the initial
WER doctrine, encourages discussions and mutual understanding between Western and Eastern parties and
helps to determine the option selected;
=> the doctrine contributes to establish the conceptual, basic and detailed designs of I&C systems; it plays a
fundamental role in the first step of projects which is absolutely necessary for the proper definition of the
following steps;
=> it helps to account for new developments while providing a framework limiting their design excess;
=> it contributes to provide steps hierarchy and solution stabilisation during an upgrading project;
=> integration of the chosen upgrading principles and options within the global unit I&C doctrine, should
guarantee the coherence of the whole system.

• Upgrading project review

=> The doctrine allows to check if all the key issues, requirements, have been met correctly in the project
under review.

Writing down the I&C doctrine should be requested in all upgrading specifications (TOR).
This task belongs to the General Designer responsibility that must take into account the Owner needs in
order to specify requirements for Suppliers

• Broadly, the doctrine:

=> Allows an optimal matching of safety and availability goals with operation and maintenance needs.

=> Optimises design options (particularly the I&C structure) with the use of simple and clear rules observed by
all those involved.

=> Clarify unit operation organisation (computerised aids status).

=> Substantiates the dialogue with Safety Authorities through the clear presentation of the chosen principles,
in particular during the programmable systems licensing actions
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=> Guarantees transverse coherency, ensures a global approach to the I&C, facilitates interfaces.

=> Leads in many cases to a standardisation of associated functions, structures or equipment.

Standardisation simplifies design, contract allotment, implementation, operation (with improvements to safety
and availability) and maintenance (idem).

=> Last but not least, helps cut down on costs at the following levels:

- studies, as a large number of principles are set,
- project management, as compliance with the doctrine ensures a global approach, requires that interfaces be
treated in a consistent and rigorous manner (thus avoiding modifications or the addition of systems and their
problematic compliance with classification requirements and qualification issues).
- implementation: contracts, erection, start-up.
- operation: control, maintenance, spare parts management, documentation...

5- CONCLUSION

All these elements tend to demonstrate that the development of the I&C doctrine is a key-stage in any
upgrading project as well as it identifies the aspects which lead us to promote this approach for the upgrading
of theWERI&C
It plays a fundamental role in the first step of projects which is absolutely necessary for the proper definition
of the following steps;

This approach contributes, in our opinion, to improve safety at three levels :

- the first level is the one of the project itself : applying the I&C doctrine contributes to optimise the
integration of safety requirements.

- the second level is the one of l&C itself : should MMI be improved, or automatisation level be increased,
basic principles of l&C doctrine will be considered

- The third level is the one of Man himself : it can be expected that the fundamental reflections on l&C
enhancement through improvement of Man-Machine Interface will return a direct profit on the human factor,
and as such, arc themselves a powerful tool in raising (he safety culture level

This approach is the result of Electricitc de France experience and we propose to assist, in this way, any
VVER upgrading project
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ANNEX 1 : ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR W E R 440-213*

Reactor Protection
- analyze protection sequences against following
accidents : primary overpressure, faulty operation of
pressurized heater/spray system. SGT.. LOA
- modify reactor trip logic
- integrate automatic adjustment of trip thresholds on
loss of coolant loops.
- replace non-down rod position indicator by neutron
flux measurement
- plan total testability of protection channel.

- separate protection and limitation functions
- install trip breakers in each protection sets.
- control trip breakers by each protection group
- implement all the logic processing at trip cabinet level
- creation of 3 qualified and independent acquisition,
processing and execution trains.
- reorganize neutron measurements into 3 independent
groups
- supply protection groups with first category power
sources.

- replace physical instrumentation with qualified
equipment.
- qualify trip breakers, neutron instrumentation, global
protection channel.
- qualify the rod position instrumentation channel (if
DNB)
- develop logic thresholds required for protection
actions by centralized and qualified level 1 equipment
- divide the diesel generators rooms into fire areas
- air condition diesel generator rooms
- ventilate diesel generator cabinets.

Safety systems
- SAG protection function must be integrated into
the engineered safeguard system
- improve diesel generators load restoration
sequence
- supply emergency-supplied panels from available
offset power sources before starting diesel
generators.
- creation of automatic switcover from main source
to auxiliary power source
- integrate within the engineered safeguard system
all safeguard functions initiated by non-classified
systems.

- automated controls related to safety functions
must be classified.
- elaborate logic thresholds necessary to safeguard
actions by centralized and qualified level 1
equipment.
- classify and qualify SG level control system in
accidental condition.
- classify and quality discharge flow rate control
of SG auxiliary feedwater pumps.

- qualify all the signal acquisition and conditioning
equipment.
- qualify the logic processing equipment.

- quality actuators
- supply engineered safeguard generators with 1st
category sources.
- replace standby power supply systems equipment
and components for all voltage with qualified
equipment.

Non-safety systems
- redefine and improve
controls: pressurizer
pressure and level, SG level.
- simplify automatic mode
changes.
- enhance interlocking
functions.
- create a speed modulating
function for control rod
clusters.

- redefine structure of power
control processing channel.
- integrate within the
limiting system all the
limiting functions
(integrated into the
protection system)
- regroup the processing
logic currently existing in
various limitations.

- following load shedding us
same signals as those used
for protection.

Information processing
- add operator-aid functions in post-accidental
conditions
- improve man-machine interface m manual and mode
change phases.
- in control room display appropriate and significant
information.
- create activity instrumentation in hermetic zone,
burble tower and exhaust stack.
- create pressure instrumentation in hermetic zone

- implement level 2 with two redundant machines.
- supply these systems with independent categorv 1
power sources in different fire areas.

- replace the centralized data processing and core
monitoring computer systems.
- qualify safety parameters display in post-accidenlal
operation.
- apply the same ergonomics to all systems.
- install 2 workstations in the technical support centre.
- extend the range of temperature instrumentation.

from EDF-PHARE N°90/062/030/001/EC/ENE/15 : Basic Engineering for Replacement o I&C System for V213 Nuclear Reactor



ANNEX 2 : ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR W E R 1000-320*

Reactor protection

- consideration of core parameters

- separate protection and limitation functions
- EX CORE neutronic flux monitoring system
upgrading
- upgrade SG level instrumentation
- impulse lines.
- improvement of level 1

- improvement of control rod drives
- improvement of temperature sensors.

Safety systems

- impulse lines.
- improvement of level 1

- enhancement of temperature sensors

Non-safety systems
- improvement of primary
controls
- SG level control
- reactivity meter
- turbine control.
- improvement of level 1

- sensors, transducers
- boron meter

Information processing
-PAMS
- add RPV level instrumentation.
-SPDS

- computerised information system
- black box
- emergency control centre
- diagnosis system

- replace IN CORE system
- closed TV circuit

principally from K.IEP : Modernization programme for Ukrainian NPP W E R 1000-320 rev.2
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ANNEX 3 : CONTENT OF THE I&C DOCTRINE

1- Classification of functions

First, the doctrine will rank functions according to their safety-related role.
By analogy to the accidental operating procedures, this phase may he compared with the Diagnosis Instruction ("DEC"
Document d Entree en Consigne)

This ranking is then further improved with other functional criteria (provisions to be made towards periodical
testing, availability, service continuity.)

This functional analysis grid allows to breakdown the set of process-functions (in France it is a breakdown of
elementary systems) into different categories.

The I&C doctrine will determine for each category the requirements related to the functional, structural and
implementation aspects.

2- Functional and organisational aspects

2 1- Automation level

For each I&C function (start-up, shutdown, fault processing, interlocking, switchover normal/emergency,
diesel load shedding/restoration, analogue adjustment) the doctrine defines which are the criteria allowing to
determine the task assigned to the OP in the MCR and those ensured by an automated action in different
operating conditions (normal, incidental, accidental).

2.2- Level of OP intervention

The operator intervention level corresponds to the different controls regrouping modes : individual control
with actuator, main actuator (actuator and its auxiliary satellites), elementary function (set of main actuators
ensuring the same function), main function (feedwater plant or turbogenerator set).

The doctrine establishes which are the selection principles and criteria to be met to determine the regrouping
mode (or modes) of the various functions; these criteria are applied in the course of the functional design
studies.

2.3- Information processing and display

The doctrine defines:
- the different information types (alarms, states, measurements, calculation results),
- their ranking according to their safety-related importance and their urgency for start-up, operation (especially
in the accidental phase), periodical or differed testing by the various operating or maintenance entities

The doctrine establishes the human technical factors to be taken into account.

Depending on these elements, the doctrine defines:
- means to visualise the information, whether conventional (windows, indicators, recorders) or computerised.
- signalling sequences, grouping or synthesis principles.
- information management rules,
- rules for information display layout in MCR.
- principles governing information processing (dating, chronology, acquisition, restitution, archiving...).
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2.5- Testing aptitude

The doctrine establishes the testing principles of:
- periodical tests of systems according to the analysis as carried out in § I,
- development and validation tests, periodical tests of I&C functions.
The doctrine determines the options that will, at different I&C levels, enable these tests to be performed.

2.6- Maintenance aptitude

The doctrine establishes the principles governing the monitoring, servicing, diagnostic, repair or replacement
of:
- systems according to the analysis carried out in § 1,
- I&C systems themselves.

2 7- Control room

The doctrine establishes the organising principles (based on operation organisation) of main and emergency
(and interaction rules with the MCR) control rooms, local boards and control desks.

It defines the options selected regarding design (functional arrangement, layout of controls, display and
communication devices, accident monitoring means), ergonomics, technology, architecture principles, cabling
principles

3- Structural aspects

31- Safety rules application

The doctrine establishes the principles allowing to meet safety requirements and particularly the single failure
criterion, through redundancy, independence, diversity, organisation of I&C and servant systems power
supply.

3.2- General structure

From the functional safety and availability requirements, sizing considerations, the doctrine establishes the
general I&C structure and defines the unit I&C organisation into systems (functional, vertical division, and for
I&C levels, horizontal), and functions arrangement within the architecture
It fixes the functional architecture option (functions arrangement within the architecture) as well as the extent
of its modularity

3.3- Equipment centralisation rules

The doctrine defines the different equipment centralisation modes (centralised, decentralised, local), the
centralisation mode selection criteria of functional systems I&C, and for each system establishes the
centralisation mode, technology, and geographical location chosen for the corresponding I&C.

3 4- Interface rules

The doctrine defines principles regarding interfaces between I&C and process (types of connections between
[&C and actuators, sensors and process).
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Within the I&C it defines (he connections and determines the communication rules between the various
systems and levels; it ranks priorities among commands sent by different systems to the same actuator

4- Implementation aspects

4.1- Technological options

The doctrine establishes the possible technology options (or defines selection criteria) for:
- systems (controllers, monitoring, electronic components, programming modes...),
- equipment (sensors, actuators, power supply...).

4.2- Data life cycle

The doctrine establishes, for programmable systems, the rule concerning the supply, production, validation,
modification of data, and the principles concerning the data production means (CAD) and validation means
(testing means, simulators...).

4.3- Functional sequences of automated controls

The options taken in the above analysis involve the definition of control relays functional sequences (startup,
shutdown, switchover, interlocking...).
The doctrine establishes and standardises these sequences, determines their content as well as their complexity
level and specifies their applicability to various process-functions.

4.4- Implementation rules

The doctrine establishes, according to function analysis, the implementation rules regarding:

- processing organisation within the systems,
- required reliability achieving mode (majority logic, complementary logic...),
- composition of protection, control and alarm channels,
- data acquisition and transfer modes.
- connecting modes between sensors or actuators and relays, relays and control or signal devices (2 or 3 wires,
energised or de-energised to operate...),
- actuators control and holdown voltage...

4.5- Qualification

The I&C doctrine must refer to :
- the qualification principles of electrical equipment,
- the rules governing software engineering quality.

4.6- Installation rules

Referring to the safety, environmental and personnel safety criteria, the doctrine defines the rules governing
the layout of the various I&C systems components and connections, of their and servant systems power supply
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ANNEX 4
APPLICATION EXAMPLE

Kola 3 & 4
New safety i&C

system architecture
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